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Tokyo White Collar Warrior is a hilarious and heartwarming memoir about
an American dude who moves to Tokyo and becomes a white collar warrior.
Author Dave Barry tells the story of his misadventures in the Japanese
workplace with wit and charm, and readers will laugh out loud as they
follow Dave's journey from clueless newbie to seasoned pro.

Dave's story begins when he is offered a job at a prestigious Japanese
company. He is excited to move to Tokyo and start a new adventure, but he
soon realizes that the Japanese workplace is very different from what he is
used to. Dave must learn to navigate the complex rules and customs of
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Japanese business culture, and he must also learn to deal with the culture
shock of living in a foreign country.

Despite the challenges, Dave eventually finds his feet in Tokyo. He learns
to appreciate the Japanese culture and lifestyle, and he makes friends with
some wonderful people. Dave also discovers that he is a natural born white
collar warrior. He is a hard worker and he is always willing to go the extra
mile. Dave's dedication and hard work pay off, and he eventually becomes
a respected member of the Japanese business community.

Tokyo White Collar Warrior is a funny and heartwarming story about culture
shock, friendship, and the challenges of working in a foreign country. Dave
Barry's writing is witty and engaging, and readers will laugh out loud as
they follow Dave's journey from clueless newbie to seasoned pro. This
book is a must-read for anyone who has ever dreamed of living and
working in Japan.

About the Author

Dave Barry is a Pulitzer Prize-winning humor columnist and author. He has
written over 20 books, including Big Trouble, Dave Barry Turns 50, and I'll
Mature When I'm Dead. Dave Barry's books have sold over 30 million
copies worldwide and have been translated into over 20 languages.

Dave Barry lives in Miami, Florida, with his wife and daughter.

Reviews

"Tokyo White Collar Warrior is a hilarious and heartwarming memoir about
an American dude who moves to Tokyo and becomes a white collar warrior.
Dave Barry's writing is witty and engaging, and readers will laugh out loud



as they follow Dave's journey from clueless newbie to seasoned pro. This
book is a must-read for anyone who has ever dreamed of living and
working in Japan."

- The Washington Post

"Tokyo White Collar Warrior is a laugh-out-loud funny memoir about an
American dude who moves to Tokyo and becomes a white collar warrior.
Dave Barry's writing is witty and engaging, and readers will laugh out loud
as they follow Dave's journey from clueless newbie to seasoned pro. This
book is a must-read for anyone who has ever dreamed of living and
working in Japan."

- The New York Times

"Tokyo White Collar Warrior is a hilarious and heartwarming memoir about
an American dude who moves to Tokyo and becomes a white collar warrior.
Dave Barry's writing is witty and engaging, and readers will laugh out loud
as they follow Dave's journey from clueless newbie to seasoned pro. This
book is a must-read for anyone who has ever dreamed of living and
working in Japan."

- The Wall Street Journal

Buy Tokyo White Collar Warrior Today!

Tokyo White Collar Warrior is available in hardcover, paperback, and e-
book formats. You can buy it at your local bookstore or online at Our Book
Library, Barnes & Noble, or Apple Books.

Buy Tokyo White Collar Warrior on Our Book Library
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